A real Love Story: Lyle and Elizabeth

By Paul Schindler

Lyle Jenkins is in love with a beautiful woman and wishes to marry her: he cannot. She is being held prisoner in East Germany.

Lyle is a graduate student in Linguistics at MIT. He was staying in East Germany in the fall of 1967 when he met Elisabeth Neumann, at that time a nurse in an East Berlin hospital. He fell in love with her and they made plans to be married.

During the spring of 1969, one of Elisabeth's friends, whose father was in the Elite German secret service, escaped to the west, casting a shadow of suspicion on Elisabeth. As a result, their apartment was bugged, as was her phone. The realization that this was going on depressed her almost to the point of suicide. Her fiancé, Lyle spoke for the US government, as well as a source of black he can... In addition, several well-known fellow members of the MIT Linguistics Department, is helping as much as he can. In addition, several well-known international lawyers have been called on for help.

Lyle is trying several tactics to get Elisabeth freed. Noam Chomsky, a well-known fellow member of the MIT Linguistics Department, is helping as much as he can. In addition, several well-known international lawyers have been called on for help.

Another method with which Lyle is working is public sentiment at home, which has occasion been successful in dealings with communist governments.

This was born the "Free Elisabeth" campaign, the idea behind which is to deluge the East German government with pleas from common American citizens for Elisabeth's release.

Lyle is using two basic techniques for the campaign: cards and letters, and a recording telephone. All the cards or letter need say is "Free Elisabeth". Cards should be addressed to:

Lyle Jenkins
PO Box 30, MIT Branch Cambridge 02139

In addition, Lyle has obtained a voice-activated Record-o-Fone, so that tape-recorded messages can be taken in. One need simply call 864-2180; explicit instructions are given (on tape) by Lyle himself on how to leave a message which will help the campaign along. The message period is long enough that many members of a living group could have a message simultaneously, simply by passing the phone around.
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NOW! Movies without movie lights!

Kodak introduces XL Movie Cameras

KODAK XL33 Movie Camera

KODAK XL55 Movie Camera

...with power zoom

...and rangefinder.

A completely new kind of camcorder that lets you take movies by the light you live in.

and new

KODAK EKTACHEMIE 160 Movie Film

Four times as fast as KODACHROME II Movie Film, help you get great color movies in dim light. The camera and film together to you make movies without movie lights.
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